Games & Puzzles

Fall 2016

Exciting new games
whole family
for children and the

The new family games HABA published last year were received with enormous
enthusiasm, which was confirmed by Karuba’s nomination for the 2016 “Spiel des Jahres“ (Game of the Year). So, naturally we‘re happy to continue our family game series
this fall. The complex game mechanism of Meduris provides an exciting challenge for
all strategists at the gaming table. The high-speed auction game, Lady Richmond, lets
players do their best to outwit their opponents and Picassimo is a totally nutty drawing
game providing fun and hilarity for the entire family. And Adventure Land has been ingeniously expanded by Adventure Land – King & Princess, bringing 3 new adventures
with even more diversity.
HABA family games aren‘t the only ones that have something new in store for you! In
the children’s games series, Dragon Tower brings you a spectacular 3D construction,
combining a cooperative memory game and a game of dexterity. Only with perfectly
attuned teamwork can the players rescue the kidnapped princess before the dragon – a
mechanical game figure – pulls the boulder from under the scaffolding and the whole
thing collapses!
The popular game Sleepy Princess has a fresh design and has been expanded to a new
series. Sleepy Princess – Good night from My Very First Games sends little ones on
a quest for peas, and Sleepy Princess – Precarious bed! is an excellent challenge for
everyone 5 years and older.
And we also have a birthday this year! The Orchard game is turning 30, an occasion
to celebrate with a lovely metal box edition. My Great Big Orchard Game Collection
includes 10 delightful games in one package, including, of course the classic Orchard
game and 9 additional, highly diverse game ideas. The comprehensive, premium game
materials of wood and cardboard provide endless hours of fun for all children between
3 and 6 years old.
This fall, HABA puzzles have also been expanded to include 7 new Infant Puzzles and
6 Mini Puzzles to entertain all children of 4 years and older.
Best regards

Julia Roth
HABA Public Relations
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HABA Family games –
award-winning games!
HABA family games have been met with enthusiasm all over the world. Their diversity and fascination bring
the entire family together to play.
Our family game ingredients are prizing-winning game authors, acclaimed illustrators and our profound,
long-year experience as game publishers. An outstanding blend, which has been confirmed by the many
international awards and nominations.

Karuba – a highly entertaining, addictive puzzle
game where everyone
plays at the same time!

Spookies – an easy to learn,
exciting gamer‘s game
brought to life by prizewinning illustrator Michael
Menzel.

Adventure Land – an exciting
strategy game from the renowned
authors Wolfgang Kramer and
Michael Kiesling. It includes
3 thrilling adventures, „The
Fellowship“, „The Magnificent“
and „Escape to the Cities.“

Family game novelties
Naturally, we are very pleased with the success of our first three family games, and are encouraged to
expand the series this fall by 3 additional games and one enhancement.

Meduris – The Call of the
Gods - an exciting challenge
for all strategists, includes
fascinating and highly
detailed game materials as
well as a complex game
mechanism.

Picassimo an absolutely crazy
drawing game that can be played
in 3 levels of difficulty; from easy
to super tricky. With its 900 terms
to draw and guess at, diversity is
guaranteed!

In Lady Richmond – Fast
fight for inheritance!,
players bid, finagle, and
grab the inheritance ...
exciting to the very end!
A fast-paced auction game.

Adventure Land – King & Princess –
the enchanting Adventure Land
expansion with 3 new, exciting
adventures, “The princess is kidnapped”,
“The fog creature’s uprising” and
“Rescuing the king.”
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Meduris – The Call of the Gods
Family Game

Who will earn the gods favor?

Item no. 302380

Following the call of the gods, the players strike out to
settle at the foot of Mount Meduris. They build huts,
make offerings to the druid, collect valuable rune
stones, and construct monumental temples – the only
way players can increase their favor with the gods.
An exciting challenge.
• exciting right up to the grand finale
• high quality game material
• from the award-winning illustrator Miguel Coimbra
(”7 Wonders“)

Authors: Stefan Dorra, Ralf zur Linde
Illustration: Miguel Coimbra
Contents:
4 scorekeepers, 72 material chips,
8 temples, 40 huts, 9 rune stones,
1 druid, 1 die, 6 bonus chips,
10 workers, 4 100-point chips,
1 double-sided game board, 4 screens,
1 set of instructions.

1) Skillful use of your workers allows you to
earn valuable materials necessary to build
huts and temples.

2) The larger the settlement, the more expensive it is to build
a hut there. But if you can get in the good graces of the
druid by making an offering, then your effort will pay off.

3) Keep an eye on the other players. Who will
secure the best building sites at the right time
and collect the most valuable rune stones?

4) Only a player who skillfully places their huts and
temples and keeps enough materials ready for the
big final round of offerings will win the game.
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10  -  99Years
2- 4Players
75Min.

Picassimo
Family Game

All the players draw at the same time!

Item no. 302399

Everyone is an artist! In Picassimo, the players will
cheerfully brandish their markers and create true masterworks by interchanging individual sections. But wait
a minute! Is that supposed to be a goblin? Or rather a
chicken? The player who can draw well and also keep
one step ahead by guessing correctly collects the most
points and wins the game!
A crazy jigsaw drawing game.
• great variety; includes 900 terms
• from easy to tricky: 3 levels of difficulty
• fun for up to 6 players

All the players draw at the
same time. Each player secretly
chooses a term from his or her
card and expresses it on their
drawing erasable board.

Is everyone ready? Then a
transformation card is turned
up. It will show which sections
of each work of art are to be
interchanged.

Author: Carlo A. Rossi
Illustration: Christian Fiore
Contents:
6 erasable drawing boards,
6 erasable markers,
6 player’s screens with transparent,
self-adhesive flap, 6 scorecards,
150 term cards,
7 transformation cards,
18 nation cards, 1 set of instructions.

Picassimo! Who can now still
recognize what the other
players have drawn?
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8  -  99Years
3- 6Players
30 Min.

Lady Richmond –
Fast fight for inheritance

Bid, finagle, and grab the inheritance ...

Item no. 302355

There‘s excitement at the Wetherby auction house.
After the unexpected passing of wealthy Lady
Richmond, her estate is being auctioned off. The
player who keeps an overview of the auction chaos
and uses their money carefully will manage to secure
the best items and win the turbulent game.
A fast-paced auction game.
• Bid, finagle, and grab the inheritance ... exciting to
the very end!
• high-quality game material: with 50 silver-colored
wooden coins

The game board slowly fills up
with valuable heirlooms – but
also with worthless junk

Grab the auction block at the
right moment and make the
first bid.

Family Game

Author: Tim Rogasch
Illustration: Christian Effenberger
Contents:
1 game board, 50 coins,
15 cheat tiles, 1 auction block,
1 money chest,
49 playing cards (37 object cards,
12 auctioneer cards),
1 set of instructions.

But bidding is not everything: use
the cheat tiles and infuriate the
other players!
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30
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Adventure Land – King & Princess
Family Game
T
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Adventureland has expanded its borders!

Item no. 302704

Anyone who loves Adventure Land will love this expansion set! The three new scenarios bring even more variety
into play. There are various challenges awaiting heroic
adventurers: The princess has been kidnapped, the super
fog creatures are attacking the capital city, and the king
needs to be protected.
Three exciting adventures for brave strategists.
• contains 3 new adventures: “Kidnap of the princess“,
“Uprising of the fog creatures,“ and “Rescuing the king“
• high quality game material
• by the celebrated authors Wolfgang Kramer and
Michael Kiesling

Kidnap of the princess
Who will be the first to collect all
the keys and have enough combat
strength to rescue the princess?

Uprising of the fog creatures
Fight together against the super
fog creatures to survive this
cooperative adventure.

Authors: Wolfgang Kramer,
Michael Kiesling
Illustration: Franz Vohwinkel
Contents:
1 king, 6 super companions,
1 die, 14 super fog creatures,
1 princess, 1 giant, 20 keys,
15 city chips, 1 set of instructions,
3 overview cards.

10  -  99Years
2- 4Players
45 Min.

Rescuing the king
The full game board entices you with
herbs, swords, and companions. Who
can protect the king and collect the
most of each item?
Available with English packaging
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Dragon Tower
Large Game

Exciting until the last moment

Item no. 302647

A fearsome dragon has trapped the princess in his tower.
The prince and his companions rush to her aid. The
players must skillfully work together using their strong
memory skills in order to rescue the princess before the
dragon makes everything come crashing down.
A cooperative game of memory and skill.
• cool effect: the dragon pulls on the string and the
scaffolding collapses
• dragon works without batteries
• spectacular 3-D set-up

Uncover the correct companions to build Guide the princess skillfully down the
the scaffolding.
scaffolding.

Author: Carlo A. Rossi
Illustration: Christine Faust
Contents:
1 Tarax the dragon with rock,
1 tower (with balcony ring,
tower ring, room and 4 beams),
1 game board, 1 Princess Zaffira,
4 sliders (1 prince, 3 knights),
12 companions in 5 colors,
4 scaffolding levels,
22 building tiles,
1 set of instructions.

But watch out! The dragon is pulling at
the rock. Rescue the princess before the
scaffolding collapses.
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5  -  99Years
2- 4Players
15 Min.

My Great Big Orchard Game Collection
Colossal game collection in and around the Orchard
• 10 in 1: original Orchard game AND nine additional, highly diverse game ideas,
all in one box
• includes matching games, card games, tactile feeling games and die games
• comprehensive, durable game material made of wood and cardboard
• strong sellers: big game collection based on the HABA classic Orchard theme

Large Game
Item no. 302282

3  -  6Years
1- 4Players
10  -  15 Min.

Authors: Anneliese Farkaschovsky, Annemarie Hölscher
Illustration: Reiner Stolte
Contents: 1 gardener, 4 ravens, 1 color die, 1 die with dots, 4 cloth bags, 4 baskets,
40 fruits, 32 memory tiles, 36 playing cards (32 cake cards, 4 cake base cards), 1 raven
puzzle with 9 pieces, 4 puzzle game boards, (front: fruit trees; back: market booths),
2 double-sided game boards (front: orchard, orchard rally; back: lake, vegetable garden).
10 apples, 10 pears, 10 pairs of cherries, 10 plums, 4 baskets, 1 raven jigsaw (9 pieces),
1 color die with symbols, 1 game board, 1 set of instructions.

The Orchard –
Anniversary edition
30 years in a tin

Item no. 302278

3  -  6Years
1- 8Players
10  -  15 Min.

The Orchard – Anniversary edition 30 years in a tin
• presented in a premium quality metal box in celebration of its
30th anniversary, makes a wonderful gift
• 40 wooden fruits
• more than 2,5 million copies sold all over the world
Author: Anneliese Farkaschovsky
Illustration: Walter Matheis, Reiner Stolte
Contents: 10 apples, 10 pears, 10 pairs of cherries, 10 plums, 4 baskets, 1 raven jigsaw (9 pieces), 1 color die with symbols, 1 game
board, 1 set of instructions.
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Paul and the Moon
Large Game

Delightful nighty-night game including a bedtime story
Oh dear! The moon has lost his radiant magic staff!
Without the mystical staff the moon cannot wax, it can
only wane. But if the sparkle sprites can build a ladder
along the stars before the moon vanishes behind the
cloud, Paul may be able to climb up the ladder, returning
the magic staff to his friend, the moon. Who would like to
help Paul and the sparkle sprites?
A cooperative memory game that also includes a
competitive version.
• ingenious 3D game structure with waning moon
• provides 3 levels of difficulty
• accompanying read-aloud bedtime story

Right now the moon is shining full
and radiant...

Item no. 302697

Authors: Les Fées Hilares
(Steffanie Yeakle und Marie Chaplet)
Illustration: Lucile Thibaudier
Contents:
1 Paul’s garden
(star path and garden pond),
1 play figure Paul,
5 star tiles, 30 sparkle sprites,
1 die with dots,
10 wooden stars,
1 set of instructions with bedtime
story.

3  -  8Years
1- 6Players
5  -  10 Min.

... but slowly he is waning…and waning
more and more.
Available with English packaging
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Games n’ Fun Pets & Pals
Large Game

One box – tons of fun

Item no. 302319

Pets offer a world of discovery! The children accompany
Henry and Mia to the pet store and take a walk
through the park with Thea and her pet dog Lilly. They
help clean up the mess in the house, put on a kennel
rally and organize a crazy animal snatching game.
A jam-packed Games n’ Fun box with 3 read-aloud
stories, 3 game ideas and 2 puzzles.
• a wide variety of play elements with beautiful
illustrations
• includes 8 wooden play figures and a large,
inspiring game landscape
• 3 diverse games with variations
• 2 intriguing puzzles made of sturdy cardboard
• 3 entertaining read-aloud stories

play

puzzle

Author: Annemarie Hölscher
Illustration: Ute Simon
Contents:
1 game landscape house
(= box bottom with insert, path),
4 deposit boards,
8 play figures (4 pets: turtle, cat,
hamster, parakeet; 4 puppies & pals),
16 cardboard tiles
(12 object tiles, 4 bone tiles),
18 wooden bones,
1 die, 2 puzzles,
1 set of instructions.

read-aloud
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3+Years
1- 4Players
10 Min.

Lumina – the search for lightning bug
Bring along game M

The entire family sets out on an adventurous quest
Enchanting lightning bugs flutter through the deep
forest and across the broad fields on the island of Lumina. But it is not easy to find them because the lightning
bugs sometimes hide out in old shipwrecks offshore
and sometimes in the enchanted ruins on the island,
and the distances between the locations are long. Who
can best remember how to get from one location to
the next and be the first to find five lightning bugs?

Item no. 302701

Authors: Udo Peise, Marco Teubner
Illustration: Kwanchai Moriya
Contents:
1 game board,
4 adventurer pieces,
15 location cards,
16 lightning bugtiles,
1 set of game instructions.

5  -  99Years
2- 4Players
10  -  15 Min.

An exciting memory search game.
• short rules allow you start playing quickly
• includes an advanced game

Available with English packaging
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Hamster clan
Bring along game M

Will the hamsters find enough food before
winter arrives?
The hamsters frolic through their burrow, ride up and
down in their elevator, run through the hamster wheel,
and scamper around on the cable car and wagon. But
it‘s fall, and time to hoard food. Will the hamsters
manage to collect all the carrots, clover and wheat,
and store them in the right storerooms before the
leaves have fallen off the tree and made a pile for the
hedgehog to burrow into?
A lively collective and cooperative game.

Item no. 302702

Author: Tim Rogasch
Illustration: Cornelia Haas
Contents:
4 hamsters, 1 hedgehog, 1 die,
12 food tiles (4 carrots, 4 clover
leaves, 4 ears of wheat),
1 game board with 1 elevator,
1 hamster wheel, 1 wagon,
1 gondola, 14 tree leaves,
1 set of instructions.

4  -  99Years
1- 4Players
10 Min.

• unique game board with moving elements
• also fun solo play

Available with English packaging
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By Golly, a Whistling Pig!
Bring along game S

Is simply “sow“ much fun

Item no. 302391

The pig pen is busy! Farmer Kasulke has just put some
fresh apples in the feed boxes and now all the piglets
are excitedly running around. But getting to the sweet
apples is not so easy. Only the player who has a bit of
luck guessing and keeps an eye on the other players’
piglets can let his or her piglet whistle or jump at the
right time ... and thus collect the coveted apples.
A clever guessing rally.

Author: Heinz Meister
Illustration: Marek Blaha
Contents:
1 jigsaw puzzle game board
(3-piece),
4 wooden piglets,
6 racing cards,
16 apple tiles,
1 set of game instructions.

• quick to explain and get started
• a bluffing and competitive game for the whole family
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5  -  99Years
2- 4Players
10  -  15 Min.

Little Bird, Big Hunger
Bring along game mini

Compact game, enormous fun!

Item no. 302703

Ah, what’s hatching over there? Four small cheeky
chicks are beginning to poke through their shells and
immediately they have an enormous appetite. Only one
thing will help – food! But watch out. The roll of the
die will decide what the chicks can be fed and how
quickly they will grow. Which of them will be the first
to grow into a stately little bird?

Author: Tim Rogasch
Illustration: Anne Pätzke
Contents:
4 sets of cards (1 set = 4 cards),
20 feed dishes, 1 die,
1 sheet with 6 stickers,
1 set of instructions.

3  -  99Years
2- 4Players
10  -  15 Min.

A cheerfully cheeky collecting game.
• humorously illustrated
• quick to explain and get started

Available with English packaging
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Sleepy Princess – Pile Up
Bring along game L

Fabulous pillow piling with
fabric game materials

Item no. 302376

Normally, Penny, the little Pea princess, doesn’t like to go
to bed but today she is very tired. To make sure she gets
a good night’s sleep, Penny stacks a high tower of
mattresses, down comforters and pillows on top of each
other in her bed. Oh so soft, but oh so wobbly! Who can
help Penny, stack her pillows, down comforters and
mattresses so she can finally, happily fall sleep?
Two enchanting games of skill.
• charming game materials with mattresses, pillows
and comforters
• adorable wooden Penny Pea princess
• two games in one package; a cooperative and an
exciting competitive variation
• the popular HABA classic in a new design

Author: Liesbeth Bos
Illustration: Marina Rachner
Contents:
1 Penny Pea princess, 1 pea,
4 sets of bedding
(each with 1 pillow, 1 downy
comforter and 1 mattress,
1 princess bed (with 4 parts),
1 game board
(printed on both sides),
1 die, 1 set of instructions.
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3  -  12Years
2- 4Players
10 Min.

Sleepy Princess – Precarious bed!
Game in a tin

Precarious stacking pleasure

Item no. 302351

Penny, the little Pea princess is once again having
trouble falling asleep. Is there a pea under her royal
mattress? Maybe Penny can sleep better with a few
more mattresses, down comforters and pillows stacked
on her bed. But watch out! Don’t let the Pea princess
fall out of bed!
An enchanting game of dexterity.
• packaging tin with wobbly feature
• includes the fairy tale to read aloud

Author: Liesbeth Bos
Illustration: Marina Rachner
Contents:
1 princess bed (= can bottom),
1 Penny Pea princess,
36 bedding cards (12 pillow cards,
12 downy comforter cards,
12 mattress cards),
1 under-bed card, 1 wobble-pea,
1 adhesive magnet,
1 set of instructions.

with wobbly feature
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4  -  99Years
2- 5Players
10  -  15 Min.

My Very First Games –
Sleepy Princess – Good night

Fairy tale fun about finally falling asleep
It’s time for bed and little Penny Pea princess climbs
into her princess bed. It’s really quite cozy, but
something keeps annoying the little princess, and she
simply cannot settle down. Is she thirsty? Is her stuffed
animal missing? Or maybe a small green pea under her
stack of mattresses could be keeping Penny awake.
Who can help Penny Pea princess?
A beginner’s matching game and adorable memory
game.
• includes real, snuggly down comforter
• enchanting game scenery
• features the read-aloud fairy tale

My Very First Games

Item no. 302335
Author: Liesbeth Bos
Illustration: Marina Rachner
Contents:
1 game board,
1 Penny Pea princess,
1 downy comforter,
1 princess bed,
7 round memory tiles,
6 square memory tiles,
1 pillow tile,
1 set of instructions.
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2+Years
1- 4Players
5 Min.

Flower Fairy – Dominoes
Card Games
Item no. 302698

3  -  99Years
2- 6Players
10  -  15 Min.
Illustration: Anna Karina Birkenstock

• includes adorable wooden game figure
• a great matching, tiling game

Contents:
28 cards, 1 flower fairy Rosalina,
1 set of game instructions.
Available with English packaging

Cat & Co. – Meow Meow

Item no. 302699

4  -  99Years
2- 4Players
10  -  15 Min.

Illustration: Paletti-Comics

• includes 4 wooden cats
• a great game for animal lovers

Contents:
36 animal cards in 4 colors,
16 special cards in 4 colors,
1 meadow card, 1 basket card,
4 kittens (in 4 colors),
1 set of instructions.
Available with English packaging

Princess Mina – Junior Rummy

Item no. 302700

5  -  99Years
2- 4Players
20  -  30 Min.

Illustration: Janina Görrisen

• includes 12
sparkling stars
• a great game for
girls

Contents:
48 princess cards,
4 joker cards,
4 crown cards,
12 stars (in 3 colors),
1 set of game instructions.
Available with English packaging
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Balderdash
Educational Game

WITH

D
AUDIO-C

Play, learn, have fun!

Item no. 302372

What do you know about the various farm animals?
Who knows how the animals talk and make sounds?
And who can identify the different figures in the little
bag, giving each of them their name. Speaking,
describing, imitating sounds, identifying and matching
figures…this learning game collection nurtures and
develops a wide spectrum of skills.
A highly diversified learning game collection includes
a CD of animal voices and sounds.

Authors: Anja Wrede,
Karl-Heinz Stier
Illustration: Katharina Wieker

3+Years

Contents:
18 wooden figures in 4 colors,
2 little bells, 20 cards,
1 color die, 1 cloth bag,
1 CD with animal calls and sounds,
1 set of instructions

10  -  15 Min.

• the HABA classic game collection in a new design
• learning game collection with 6 games, includes an
audio CD
• developed in cooperation with professional speech
therapists
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1- 6Players

My Very First Puzzles
Age: 2+

• 5 motifs with 2, 3 and 4 puzzle pieces
• includes wooden figure and tiles for
playing and arranging
• large pieces for small hands
• made of sturdy cardboard

302410
My Very First Puzzles – Animals
Illustration: Sabine Kraushaar

302411
My Very First Puzzles – Colors
Illustration: Antje Flad





302412
My Very First Puzzles – Farm
Illustration: Sabine Kraushaar

302413
My Very First Puzzles –
Construction
Illustration: Antje Flad
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3 First Mix Max Puzzles
Puzzles
Age: 2+
• puzzle, mix and match
• incl. 7, 8 and 9 puzzle pieces
• fosters shape recognition
• made of sturdy cardboard

Puzzle until your heart‘s content, or mix and match pieces to
create wild-looking fantasy scenes. First, puzzle together three
different scenes. Then insert circular, triangular and square
pieces wherever they fit. Designed for children ages 2 years
and up, it trains both shape and pattern recognition. Kids will
especially get a kick out of mixing the pieces to make wild and
wacky scenes.

301831
3 First Mix Max Puzzles – Building site
Concept: Kristin Mückel
Illustration: Antje Flad

302545
3 First Mix Max Puzzles – In the Zoo
Concept: Kristin Mückel
Illustration: Martina Leykamm

302546
3 First Mix Max Puzzles – Farm
Concept: Kristin Mückel
Illustration: Martina Leykamm
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Mini Puzzles
Age: 4+

302538
Mini Puzzle Pets
Illustration: Elke Broska

302539
Mini Puzzle Building site
Illustration: Niklas Böwer

302540
Mini Puzzle Knight
Illustration: Martina Leykamm

302541
Mini Puzzle Zoo
Illustration: Antje Flad

302542
Mini Puzzle Fire Brigade
Illustration: Thies Schwarz

302543
Mini Puzzle Farm
Illustration: Lisa Althaus
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Puzzles

